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WEALTH INSURANCE
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF YOUR
COVERAGE

UR APPROACH AND OUR COMMITMENT

For several generations, our Group has distinguished itself by
the quality of the insurance solutions it offers from Monaco to
the entire world. Ascoma Private Wealth Insurance’s exceptional approach is its
signature for a very high end clientele, owners of exceptional assets.

An added value in our proposed solutions is our ability to
coordinate the management of your insurance policies on an
international level. Your asset disclosure process is simplified
and remains confidential. Our advisors provide personalised
management and guarantee competitive terms with the best
insurers worldwide. Finally, claims are resolved by an experienced
in-house team, further maintaining your confidentiality and
protecting your privacy.

SPECIALISED PRODUCTS AND CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS
Beautiful properties, art objects, private jets, show horses, luxury cars, superyachts.
The list is not exhaustive but suffices to understand why specific and customised
insurance solutions were required for exceptional assets. The experience, the
quality of service and the advice Ascoma Private Wealth Insurance offers respond
perfectly to the needs of owners of exceptional assets. The management of bespoke

ASSETS AND FAMILY

“For several generations, our Group has distinguished itself by the quality
of the insurance solutions it offers from Monaco to the entire world.”

Our commitment goes beyond insuring your assets. Our clients
entrust us with the analysis of very personalised solutions for
themselves and their families: accident, privacy protection, travel
and special events, health coverage around the world. Even the
most unthinkable such as kidnapping and ransom. Ascoma
Private Wealth Insurance offers what is often a true luxury: peace
of mind.

insurance solutions requires in-depth knowledge of the market place and a truly
personalised relationship.
Ascoma Jutheau Husson

CONFIDENTIALITY AND PERSONALISED RELATIONSHIP

Ascoma Private Wealth Insurance
Département clientèle privée

Our distinction in dealing with our high-end clientele, lies in our cultural
considerations and our approach: confidentiality, respect of privacy, made-tomeasure services, and responsiveness in all situations. The quality of our customer
relationship, in the framework of this approach, is essential – with a single interface
who knows the environment his or her clients evolve in and will be able to offer
high-level relevant advice and guidance in consultation with the Ascoma Group
partners.

T. : (+377) 97 97 50 95
E-mail : ascoma-private@ascoma.com
www.ascoma-private.com
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